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1. Introduction

Atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO) physics is a vastly important sub-discipline.
It provides insights into the fundamental nature of matter, drives technological innova-
tion, and contributes to various scientific and applied fields across disciplines. Since the
early days of quantum mechanics, AMO physics has allowed for the exploration of the
fundamental processes that govern the behavior of atoms and molecules. This includes
understanding the structure of atoms, the nature of chemical bonds, and the dynamics
of AMO interactions. Many advanced processes were discovered and controlled, such
as developments in lasers, spectroscopy, and quantum optics. These have had profound
impacts on technology, ranging from medical imaging to communication systems [1]. AMO
physics plays a vital role in the emerging field of quantum information science. Research in
this field aims to harness the principles of quantum mechanics to manipulate and control
quantum states to develop powerful quantum computers and communication systems [2].
Techniques developed in AMO physics are used for highly precise measurements, such
as atomic clocks and global positioning systems [3]. AMO physics provided the ground,
knowledge, and original field of applications in creating ultrashort pulses of light that can
now measure the rapid processes in which electrons move or change energy in materials—a
technology that was the topic of the 2023 Nobel Prize in Physics [4]. Advancing into
materials science, AMO physics contributes to the development of new materials with spe-
cific properties, impacting areas, such as electronics, nanotechnology, and energy storage.
Techniques from AMO physics are vital for medical diagnostics [5] that include advances
in laser technology finding applications in medical treatments and surgeries. AMO physics
contributes to the understanding of the universe, including the behavior of matter under
extreme conditions found in stars and other astrophysical environments [6]. Coming back
to the basics, AMO physics is still a powerhouse in addressing fundamental questions
about the nature of matter and the universe. For example, studying ultracold atoms [7],
quantum gases, and interactions involving antimatters [8] allows us to explore exotic states
of matter and test the limits of our understanding of quantum mechanics and fundamental
forces. In all the above, computational AMO physics offers essential machinery. It comple-
ments experiments, transforms the hypothesis to mathematical expectations, predicts and
interprets measurements, forecasts new materials before synthesis, and contributes to the
understanding of complex physical phenomena. Thus, computational AMO physics tack-
les the challenges posed by the complex nature of quantum systems, providing valuable
insights and facilitating advancements in technological domains.

Therefore, research and development in AMO physics are vastly active and organ-
ically developing to invent many sub-fields of interest. The current Special Issue (SI),
entitled Photon and Particle Impact Spectroscopy and Dynamics of Atoms, Molecules, and
Clusters, is a modest but valuable effort to publish some novel research by renowned
AMO research groups and scientists. A total of thirteen articles encompasses a collection
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of research findings in the interaction of charged particles and lights with varieties of
AMO systems.

A Rundown of Articles

Proton: Two articles are published reporting measurements of the energetic proton
impact fragmentation of molecules. The one by Vinitha et al. (contribution 1). mea-
sures multi-fragmentation of highly charged azulene and naphthalene ions produced in
50–150 keV proton collisions via the multi-hit time-of-flight experimental technique. Such
spectroscopic results serve as crucial aspects in the diagnosis of hostile celestial regions,
where polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are abundant and under constant bombardment
by protons in the stellar wind. The other article, by Duley and Kelkar (contribution 7),
considers the dissociation dynamics of carbon dioxide molecular ions impacted by 1 keV
protons measured with a recoil-ion momentum spectrometer. Broadly speaking, such
studies are important in plasma physics, hydrocarbon chemistry, as well as in modelling
interstellar media.

Electron: Two articles report on theoretical electron-impact studies—both on funda-
mental interaction grounds. The one by Msezane and Felfli (contribution 10) studies the
low-energy electron attachment process using a quantum mechanical effect of Ramsauer–
Townsend minima based on the Regge pole analysis. This addresses the fundamental
question of the origin and character of the electron affinity for large atoms: does the
electron affinity of these systems characterize from the ground, metastable or excited
states of their negative ions? The other study by Harris (contribution 6) examines a novel
mechanism of selectively sculpted electron beams to collide with the helium atom in or-
der to explore effects of the coherence length of the projectile wave packets. This study
may lead to a new direction of measurements involving collisions with twisted beams of
charged particles.

Photon: There are several articles that investigate the interactions of electromagnetic
radiation with AMO systems. One article by Hosea et al. (contribution 2) theoretically
explores the effect of the interference between the electric dipole and quadrupole order of
coupling of the photon with a sodium atom for its valence photoionization. This is carried
out near a spectrally sensitive feature as a function of energy called the Cooper minimum.
The study paves a track to access even higher multipole effects. The other study, by Shaik
et al. (contribution 3), focuses on the single-photon dipole photoionization of three magic-
number sodium clusters in a framework of density functional theory to explore fascinating
spectral features. The ultrafast timing of the photoionization process in attoseconds has
been investigated on a fundamental theoretical track of Eisenbud–Wigner–Smith (EWS)
in two papers. The one by Grafstrom and Landman (contribution 5) uses the relativistic
random-phase approximation to calculate the time delay from outer subshells of various
isoelectronic noble gas neutrals and anions. The other paper, by Baral et al. (contribution
8), applies the same theory to examine the modification in the EWS delay for the electron
ejection from noble gas atoms within an optical dipole trap, a possible prototype for the
qubit in quantum computing. A pair of theory articles have been published on research
involving interactions with strong (multi-photon) radiation fields as well. In one of these,
a study by Simonovic et al. (contribution 11) reports Rabi oscillation dynamics driven
by intense, short, resonant laser pulses and invalidates a hypothesis about the origin
of the multiple-peak pattern in the photoelectron energy distribution. The other study
by Schimmoller et al. (contribution 9) performs simulations in the quantum trajectory
Monte Carlo method and compares with experiments for a neutral diatomic molecule to
demonstrate that the molecular ionization site in the strong-field spectra is insensitive to
the pulse’s carrier envelop phase.

Plasma: The research by Biswas et al. (contribution 4) utilizes a powerful relativistic
coupled-cluster theory to study the plasma-field-induced structures and transitions of some
high-charge cations of astrophysical relevance. It is expected that the results can be applied
for celestial or laboratory plasma diagnostics.
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Last but not at all least, we would like to mention two opinion articles published
in this SI from two experienced and versatile researchers in AMO fields. The article by
Manson (contribution 12) discusses the critical implications of an otherwise small force, the
spin–orbit force. In fact, the importance of spin–orbit forces extends across branches of
physics, from understanding the behavior of electrons in atoms to the structure of atomic
nuclei and the properties of exotic matter. The inclusion of spin–orbit effects is crucial for
accurate modeling and predicting the behavior of particles and systems in a wide range of
physical scenarios. The other opinion article, by Connerade (contribution 13), delves into
examples of contemporary physics questions to argue that atomic physics remains at the
epicenter to test fundamental principles of physics, which are still inadequately understood.
We re-quote Richard Feynman from this article. “When asked: should Armageddon occur,
is there a simple, most important idea to preserve as a testament to human knowledge?
The answer he suggested is the atomic hypothesis”.

2. Future Research Prospects

We take this opportunity to comment on some future research roadmaps in AMO
science that may emanate from the current landscape. The ongoing drive of strong pulsed-
laser field research will increasingly empower the control, imaging, and manipulation of
electron and ion-core dynamics on ultrafast timescales [9,10]. Such ultrafast spectroscopy
and imaging, even for weak laser fields where the pristine electronic phenomena can be
better captured, will have applications in studying chemical reactions, biological processes,
and material properties [11,12]. This can further generate a focus direction of accessing the
dephasing dynamics of plasmon resonances to enrich quantum plasmonic applications [13].
Future research on quantum information science may focus on the creation and manip-
ulation of more robust and scalable qubits. This can explore new quantum algorithms,
addressing challenges in quantum error correction. Likewise, AMO research on quantum
optics may involve developing methods for quantum state engineering, communication,
and sensing using techniques, like cavity quantum electrodynamics and laser cooling [14].
Continued exploration of ultracold quantum gases, such as Bose–Einstein condensates for
quantum many-body physics and phase transitions, may investigate novel applications
of ultracold atoms in precision measurements and quantum simulation [15,16]. Another
particularly interesting direction is the integration of superconducting circuits with ion
traps and AMO systems creating hybrid quantum systems [17]. This can lead to enhanced
coherence times and improved quantum gates for applications in quantum technologies.
Finally, investigating the interaction of AMO systems with emerging materials and inter-
faces [18] may explore novel phenomena and applications in areas like nanotechnology
and condensed matter physics.

3. Conclusions

The original dream for the driving objective of this SI was that submissions should
present novel effects, mechanisms, and phenomena in the energy response (spectroscopy)
and the time evolution (dynamics) of excited target systems, highlighting new experimen-
tal techniques and powerful theoretical/computational methods and instigating novel
questions to motivate future research and collaboration. On the other hand, today’s
AMO physics research dissemination is motivated by a dual commitment to featuring
fundamental discoveries and to utilizing some of that knowledge for future technological
applications. To that fantastically lofty goal, the current SI serves as a small but important
leap forward.
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